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We Will NOT Stop Fighting to Protect Americans Saving for Their Retirement. 
Do Other Banks Engage in Customer Sales Abuses Like Wells Fargo's? And, Has Wells Fargo
Learned From It's Years-long Practices of Ripping off Customers?  Summing Up DOJ's track
record on prosecuting Wall Street banks and bankers: Woulda, Coulda, Shoulda.
 

We Will NOT Stop Fighting to Protect
Americans Saving for Their
Retirement.
President Trump's attempt to kill the
DOL's "clients' best interest first"
fiduciary duty rule will hurt every
American saving for retirement. There is
a retirement crisis in America: too few
Americans are saving for retirement and
too few of them are able to save enough.
Killing this rule is going to make all that
worse. The rule merely requires that
anyone providing retirement advice put their clients' best interest first, just like doctors
and lawyers are required to do for their patients or clients.
 
Unbelievably, today the law permits people providing retirement investment advice to
put their own interests above their clients' best interests. That's wrong. For example,
those advisors can sell products that they know do not perform as well as other
products and enrich themselves with needlessly high commissions, bonuses and
prizes, all at the expense of their clients. Indeed, one study that looked at less than 25%
of the retirement market found that retirement savers are losing more than $17 billion
every year because the law doesn't require the clients' best interest to be put first. That
means hardworking Americans paying their bills and trying to save a little for retirement
are losing more than $70 billion every year. That is unconscionable and the DOL's
"clients' best interest first" fiduciary duty rule says that must stop.
 
This is the common sense rule that President Trump and his Wall Street allies are trying
to kill. They want to once again unleash advisors acting to maximize their bonuses on
unsuspecting Americans saving for retirement. We say no and we're fighting back.
 

Delivering a clear and unequivocal message
that we will continue to fight against an
industry that sees nothing wrong with putting
their bonuses and sales commissions over
a safe and secure retirement for all
Americans, Better Markets met with officials
from the Department of Labor and the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) as well
as submitted a comment letter, all opposing
the unjustified delay of the "clients' best
interest first" fiduciary duty rule .
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vD0S2gtQ2wwiCnh-BGenVkjOoqlBo6fnYPif3qxnzyEqFZ-0JY5UQoH6qTZF8ZAcM5N8qaIrnbB5TB2JcDsjXX9puESNrIaVsu-8d-_ud-4T8mlNIDUwIJCAqhIDGRiIRKEVIuDoMhQNueWj8hFCzqqDPQaedODTa8jkGzK24Z2CDjuzdgnYZByHkA0uIR_T3h8NcL7OgFk=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vD0S2gtQ2wwiCnh-BGenVkjOoqlBo6fnYPif3qxnzyEqFZ-0JY5UQoH6qTZF8ZAcGQHgdCdKFrso4jsaYFP1A03wNfKBLAuI_ehljEpRboHtfm8USVdCubYq-PZeBkjSJ8OzhDXzRJIEdcNcmm6vCAQQKsXi6zYtPzkU8Oq_brjF3qvvjEqr7gIi-tDBxyZi&c=&ch=
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In the full letter, citing the exhaustive review of the rule that has already been done, we
state that "...any delay in its implementation will inflict enormous harm on the American
public." The simple, obvious truth is that, after six years of comment, hearings,
meetings and review, the fiduciary rule has been well-reasoned and well-considered.
Moreover, it is clear from what President Trump and his Wall Street allies have said,
any attempt to delay the rule is just the first step toward killing it outright.
 
While the proposed delay is being considered, the process now shifts to addressing the
necessity of the rule and its potential impact on industry. Better Markets also deftly
handled this in its letter, stating: "The Rule will not restrict access to products or advice,
unduly disrupt the retirement services industry, or spawn excessive litigation."
 
Comment letters may not be the most exciting read, but they are a key part of the
rulemaking, lawmaking and policymaking process and their importance cannot be
overstated. The letters, which are now part of the public record on this rule, must be
reviewed -- and the arguments evaluated - by DOL before they can take further action.
In other words, the Trump Labor Department is obligated to hear our voice, the voices of
the other members of the Save Our Retirement coalition as well as the public who filed
letters opposing the delay.
 
That makes it much more difficult for the Trump administration to act quickly, to delay
the rule or, ultimately, to kill it.

Do Other Banks Engage in Customer Sales
Abuses Like Wells Fargo's? And, Has Wells
Fargo Learned From It's Years-long
Practices of Ripping off Customers?
The answer to the first question, sadly, seems to
be, yes. And the answer to the second, is no.
 

It has been
reported that, TD
Bank, the largest
bank by deposits in Canada was recently caught
pressuring employees to meet sales quotas resulting in
sales abuse. There is no word yet on how deeply rooted
this problem was for  TD Bank, but it does indicate that
Wells Fargo might not be the only bank with this problem.
 

As bad as things have been for Wells Fargo, you'd think, after getting caught committing
egregious sales practice violations, the bank would only take actions that clearly and
convincingly put its customers' best interests first.
 
Yet, we just recently learned that both its former CEO, John Stumpf, who resigned in
disgrace in the wake of the fraudulent accounts scandal, and the new CEO, Tim Sloan,
both reaped millions of dollars as this systemic, illegal conduct continued year after
year. Just a month before the banks disclosed its historic $185 million settlement with
regulators, Stumpf exercised stock options worth more than $83 million in pretax
earnings and, more recently, Sloan was granted a $2 million raise in salary.
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The sad moral of this story is that banks still are not
fully and genuinely committed to protecting customers.
The American people deserve to be able to have trust
and confidence in their banks, as well as in regulators
and prosecutors who are supposed to fully punish
wrong doers; however, that is still not the reality.
 
The mind-boggling scope of this scandal reveals a
deep inability of the biggest banks to be honest and
transparent. This deep systemic failure is a red flag for the regulators and proves
prosecutors must push banks to go far beyond the standard PR apologies, ad
campaigns and sacrificial lamb personnel cuts. The whole culture needs to change, as
the New York Fed Chairman recently discussed.

Summing Up DOJ's track record on prosecuting Wall
Street banks and bankers: Woulda, Coulda, Shoulda.
Regardless of whether he was fired, resigned on his own, or
asked to resign, Preet Bharara's service as District Attorney for
the Southern District of New York came to an end this week, and
with it a mixed record taking on Wall Street.
 
 As noted by Jesse Eisinger in ProPublica,"Bharara missed an
opportunity by not bringing any significant criminal charges
against individuals in the wake of the collapses of Lehman,
investment bank Merrill Lynch, the insurer AIG, the mortgage
securities and collateralized debt obligation businesses, or the
myriad public misrepresentations from bank CEOs about their
finances." 
 

Bharara did target insider trading, particularly at
hedge funds in 2009 after the Great Recession.
However, as Eisinger noted, "Hedge funds are
safer targets. The firms aren't enmeshed in the
global financial markets in the way that giant
banks are. Insider trading cases are relatively
easy to win and don't address systemic abuses
that helped bring down the financial system."
 

 

Support Better Markets
Help us build a safer, sounder financial system for all 
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